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A: Your example output is not valid xml. Are you on a Mac or Windows machine? On a Mac you
can use installed Python libraries to parse the file like ElementTree or lxml (preferred). On

Windows you can install the needed Python libraries and then run something like the following.
try: xml_parsing = ET.parse('data.xml') except: print "Error parsing XML" for elt in

xml_parsing.getroot(): if "key" in elt.tag: value = elt.attrib['key'] print value # Do what you want
with value... The XML is valid so there is no error, just the first part of an element is not present.
From the looks of it (there may be more than one) what you want to do is get each key value of

the document and add them to a list. See for more help with XML parsing. Nanotechnology
General News The latest news from academia, regulators research labs and other things of
interest Posted: Feb 01, 2012 Light-emitting nanoparticle shines bright at low temperature

(Nanowerk News) Modern optical technology requires different abilities such as accurate light
sources, efficient detectors and electronic components that function at room temperature. Light-

emitting nanoparticles are ideal candidates for the semiconductor electronics industry as they
have potential to be small, inexpensive and reliable. Now a new study by scientists at EPFL has
shown that these inorganic light-emitting diodes (LEDs) can be formed using a nanotechnology-

based approach. "This is the first report of light-emitting diodes based on semiconductor
nanocrystals prepared with light-emitting CdSe/ZnS nanorods prepared using a catalyst-free

synthetic approach", said Prof. Eiji Ohashi of the Laboratory of Nanoscale Materials and
Nanostructures at EPFL. Nanocrystals are monodispersed and have strong quantum confinement

of carriers and an extremely narrow
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